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Ward% Shield capacity and % Recharging shield delayed by level. Accelerate% weapon damage and % bullet speed per level. Suspension Increases the duration of Phaselock by s per level. Kinetic reflectionKill Skill. Killing an enemy causes you to deflect bullets against nearby enemies,
reduce damage to you by % and treat % level damage for a short time. FleetYour Movement Speed increases by % per level while shields are erased. ConvergeYour Phaselock skill now also pulls close enemies towards the original target. InertiaKill Enabled. Killing an enemy regenerates
% of your shield per second and increases your top-up speed by % per level for a short time. QuickenIncreates the cooling rate of your Phaselock's capacity by % per level. Sub-SequenceHow an enemy dies under the effects of Phaselock, there is a possibility that their Phaselock will
search and affect another target (% probability per level). ThoughtlockPhaselock makes enemies switch allegiance and fight each other. In addition, the cooling and duration of Phaselock (3s and 4s respectively) is increased. Motion Lilith and Maya are two of the six existing sirens. In the
Borderlands universe, mermaids are mystical women who for unknown reasons possess incredible powers and can be distinguished by the tattoos they have on their bodies. Only six sirens can exist at the same time, as Handsome Jack revealed to us. So far only three sirens have been
presented to the public (at least within games), including Lilith, Maya and Angel. Two more sirens were presented outside the game series, in Borderlands: Origins (if the comedy series published after Borderlands) we discover that Commander Steele is one of six sirens, confirming fan
suspicions. Still in Borderlands: Origins, Asha presents herself as the fifth siren.  Sirens There are only six sirens existing in the period when the events of the Borderlands series take place. Commander Steele is the second siren to appear in the series at Borderlands. Lilith's character is
one of them, and one of the reasons she's in Pandora involves believing that another mermaid is on the planet. The mermaid she is looking for is probably Commander Steele, based on the fact that she is the only siren on the planet during borderlands events. One of the sirens featured in
the Borderlands series is Angel, an enigmatic character who has only been confirmed as a mermaid in Borderlands 2. We don't know how powerful Angel is, but he refers to a skill known as phase change when he's hacking. In Borderlands 2, one of the characters is a mermaid named
Maya. Tattoos are a side effect of being a mermaid. Tattoos of all sirens featured only covering half of their bodies.  Apparently, it channels its powers through the they possess the tattoos, which is seen when Maya uses her power, Phaselock. The tattoos appear to cover them from foot to
head, as can be seen in one of Maya's skins. It is not confirmed if it is the same for other known sirens. Mermaids become more powerful when in contact with Eridium, a mineral that became abundant in Pandora after the events of Borderlands. Patricia Tannis believes that because of her
relationship with Eridium, there must be a connection between mermaids, vaults and eridians. This connection, however, is not between Mermaid and Eridium, as Angel comments that Maya had no connection to the substâcia. The siren powers are enhanced by the use of Eridium. This is
seen at various points in Borderlands 2; where Lilith used Eridium to perfect his ability to phase walk and heal. It is also seen when Handsome Jack uses Eridium to increase the capacity of Angel's powers. Overconsumbing of this substance will bring negative side effects. Lilith showed signs
of being addicted to the substance. Angel, was fed gigantic amounts of this substance over a long period of time, which eventually made her develop an addiction that made her unable to stop being fed, dying if she had no further contact with the substance.  Abilities Each siren has a unique
ability, although they share some features. Lilith has the power known as phase walk, which consists of walking through another dimension for a short period of time. Using Eridium, this skill was improved to function as a teleportation, both from Lilith and from any other object or person,
using a large concentration if Eridium, Lilith was able to teleport the city of Sanctuary. Maya has the capacity known as phaselock, which involves trapping and immobilizing the enemy in a bubble made of energy from another dimension. Angel has a skill known as phase change. This
capability allows you to change the look of your environment. This capability can be seen in use during the Where Angels Fear to Tread mission, when ammunition boxes are created or when the environment itself modifies. It also claims to be able to see both the past and the future during
the Destroyer mission mission. Both Lilith and Angel proved capable of loading the lap key, causing the Warrior to activate. Steele also proved to have an understanding of Vaults Keys, as she was seen riding one in Borderlands. Maya does not have that ability and the reason for this is
unknown. Curiosities The mermaid name comes from the sirens of Greek mythology; according to legend, sirens were a group of extremely dangerous creatures the size of humans and with human heads constant alterations of the eram. Eles atraiam os marinheiros para a morte,
seduzindo-os com o seu canto. This é uma characteristic of Lilith, for being muitas vezes portrayed as uma grande sedutora. Assim como na greek mythology, todas com sirens são mulheres. Share BL2 View BL2 Intro BL3 Intro Playable character (Borderlands 2)NPC (Borderlands 3)
Maya is a playable Mermaid class character in Borderlands 2 and NPC in Borderlands 3. As a child, Maya was identified as a mermaid and given to the Order of the Impending Storm, the ruling order of the monks in her home world of Ateneas. She trained her mermaid powers in secret until
she reached adulthood, when monks revealed her to the public as her butt and savior. Irritated by the short leash of the Order, she longed for adventure and expressed interest in travelling to Pandora to learn more about her mermaid lineage. He eventually realized that the Order was using
it as a threat to extort money and obedience from the people of Atenea. After phase blocking and executing his handler Brother Sophis, he turned to Pandora to finally satisfy his curiosity about the sirens. Maya already knew about the Volta and the presence of Eridium before arriving in
Pandora. After Handsome Jack learned of Maya through Hyperion surveillance footage from Ateneas, presumably it didn't take much effort to get the siren on the train at the start of the game. Upon disembarking the train and being on the train platform, Maya is surprised when she sees a
bandit named Krieg looking at her; When he tries to shout at her, Maya believes he has malevolent intentions and starts shooting at him. As this happens, a swarm of rats begin to approach Maya, who is unaware of the danger. Maya is only saved because Krieg shouts a warning and kills a
rat with her buzz saw. She proceeds to help kill most rats and as she leaves, Krieg shouts at her once again; This time, Maya forms a slight smile in gratitude for saving her life. Involvement After the events of Borderlands 2, Maya decided to travel back to Ateneas and serve as the protector
of the planet. Before leaving Pandora to return home to Ateneas, Maya is surprised to meet Krieg once again. Seeing that he was upset and trying to express his disappointment at leaving him behind in Pandora, Maya comforts Krieg and promises to see him again someday. While in
Ateneas, Maya is informed about a thief named Ava who tried to steal one of her books from the monastery. Instead of throwing her off a cliff for the crime, Maya took her as an apprentice. After stopping Atenea's invasion of Maliwan in search of the key turnaround, Maya and Ava join the
Crimson Raiders in fighting the Calypsos. Around Ava confronts Maya by staying at Sanctuary III while The Rampager was fought. When Tyreen Calypso later As Ava's hostage, Maya puts Troy Calypso in shock to try to dissuade Ava's life for hers; However, none of the people present
were aware that Troy could pull off other sirens (as Tyreen had always relied upon), and thus Maya quickly disintegrated after Troy let go of his powers. Borderlands appearances 2 Borderlands 3 Psycho Krieg and the Fantastic Carpentercluck Skills Action Skill: Phaselock. Cooldown base
is 13 seconds, the base duration is 5 seconds. Maya's ability gives her the ability to suspend enemies in another dimension. This can lock an opponent into a stasis, and can be updated to provide various detrimental effects. This skill is useful for crowd control in both cooperative and single
player mode. Repeatedly, the phase lock of the enemy itself results in decreased returns. Maya has three skill trees: Class Mods Main article: Class Mod (Borderlands 2)#Maya Quotes ECHO Recordings Main Article: Maya/ECHO Recorders Standard Main article: Maya/Quotes Maya Notes
class mod is represented by a book attached to her left hip. Trivia Maya is wanted for the crime of being a mermaid; the reward to his boss is $720,000,000,000. An ECHO recording appears in Maya's inventory at the start of the game about her training with a group of mysterious Brothers
and explains why she left her planet to come to Pandora. Maya's echo recordings are located in the Wildlife Exploitation Reserve. The recordings cancel previous promotional material regarding his age, giving him at least 27 years instead of 25. One of Maya's body skins, Slice of Fried
Gold, is a reference to the film Shaun of the Dead. [1] Maya is so she... the quote comes from Kurt Vonnegut's novel Slaughterhouse-Five in which the phrase is used after the death of any character. Maya was the first lap hunter to meet Krieg. He originally mistook it for a common bandit.
Krieg's inner voice then persuaded Krieg to save Maya's life from an approaching horde of rats. [2] According to Mad Moxxi, Maya gives him a ladyboner. Media First known image of Maya from Borderlands 2 reveal in GameInformer Borderlands 2 Siren Skill Tree - Developer Walkthrough
See Also Deutsch Français Русский Українська Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Pointed out.
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